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1 Elizabeth Murray and April McCullum, “Church hired pastor without checking his criminal record — then said it didn’t matter” Burling-
ton Free Press, January 17, 2019, https://www.burlingtonfreepress.com/story/news/local/2019/01/17/vermont-church-hired-pastor-who-
pleaded-guilty-to-crimes-against-child/2241240002/.

Caring Well Hiring Guide:  
Hiring Steps To Keep Your  
Church Safe
Disclaimer: The information contained in this document is general in nature and is not  
intended to provide, or be a substitute for, legal analysis, legal advice, or consultation with  
appropriate legal counsel. You should not act or rely on information contained in this document 
without seeking appropriate professional advice. By printing and/or distributing this guide,  
the Ethics & Religious Liberty Commission is not providing legal advice. Each church should  
consult legal and professional advice from local professionals to determine the best course  
of action for your congregation. This document does not and is not intended to establish a  
standard of care for preventing sexual abuse within a church. For additional questions,  
email caringwell@erlc.com.

A church in Vermont hired a pastor who had in a previous ministry exploited a teenage girl, plead guilty 
to charges of exploitation, and served a year in prison. As a pastoral applicant, he wasn’t asked about 
his past, and he didn’t share the information.1 An elder at the church explained the church saw no need 
to request a criminal background check or to call references, which they typically did for other job can-
didates. The pastoral candidate in question had attended their church. The congregation felt they knew 
him, and he was also the chair of the pastoral search committee, making it easy to shape the questions 
in the application process to conceal his past. This news story demonstrates the need for churches to 
OPYL�Z[HɈ�HUK�[V�ZLSLJ[�]VS\U[LLYZ�^LSS�[V�WYV[LJ[�[OLPY�JVUNYLNH[PVUZ�HNHPUZ[�WYLKH[VYZ�

Many churches want to hire well to prevent abuse in their churches, but are unsure where to begin. 
How can you develop hiring policies to better protect your most vulnerable members? What steps 
ZOV\SK�IL�[HRLU�[V�ZJYLLU�Z[HɈ�VY�]VS\U[LLYZ�LɈLJ[P]LS`&�;OL�W\YWVZL�VM�[OPZ�N\PKL�PZ�[V�OLSW�`V\�NL[�
started! While there are principles that apply to every church or ministry, each church will have to con-
ZPKLY�[OLPY�ZWLJPÄJ�JVU[L_[�[V�ILZ[�PTWSLTLU[�LɈLJ[P]L�WVSPJPLZ�HUK�WYVJLK\YLZ��;OLYL�PZ�UV�VUL�ZPaL�
Ä[Z�HSS�HWWYVHJO�[V�THRPUN�H�JO\YJO�H�ZHMLY�WSHJL�MVY�JOPSKYLU��;OPZ�N\PKL�PZ�KLZPNULK�[V�WYV]PKL�H�
Z[HY[PUN�WVPU[�MVY�JO\YJO�SLHKLYZ�^OV�HYL�^VYRPUN�[V�PTWSLTLU[�LɈLJ[P]L�OPYPUN�HUK�ZJYLLUPUN�WVSPJPLZ�
to help prevent future abuse. 

This guide will lay out the basic principles to consider and questions to ask as you build or evaluate 
your own processes for hiring and volunteer placement decisions. Although each congregation should 
work with professionals to determine the best course of action for their unique setting, this guide is 
H�Z[HY[PUN�WVPU[�MVY�JO\YJO�SLHKLYZ�VU�^OH[�[V�JVUZPKLY�^OLU�YLJY\P[PUN��ZJYLLUPUN��HUK�OPYPUN�Z[HɈ�VY�

https://www.burlingtonfreepress.com/story/news/local/2019/01/17/vermont-church-hired-pastor-who-pleaded-guilty-to-crimes-against-child/2241240002/
https://www.burlingtonfreepress.com/story/news/local/2019/01/17/vermont-church-hired-pastor-who-pleaded-guilty-to-crimes-against-child/2241240002/
mailto:caringwell@erlc.com?subject=


Creating a screening framework 

;OL�ÄYZ[�Z[LW�PZ�[V�OH]L�H�TL[OVKPJHS�WYVJLZZ�[V�YLJY\P[�HUK�ZJYLLU�LTWSV`LLZ�HUK�]VS\U[LLYZ�MVY�Z\P[-
ability of service and compatibility with the church’s values and sexual abuse protection policies. This 
is especially important within child-and-youth-serving ministries.

(�O\YYPLK��MYHU[PJ�ZLHYJO�HUK�YLJY\P[TLU[�VM�LTWSV`LLZ�VY�]VS\U[LLYZ�[V�ÄSS�ZWV[Z�HUK�OH]L�[OL�YPNO[�
numbers can place children and youth in danger. An unhurried, methodical process of hiring and 
recruiting allows the church to properly vet, get to know, and get a feel for a person and whether he 
VY�ZOL�PZ�H�Ä[�MVY�H�WHY[PJ\SHY�TPUPZ[Y �̀�/PYPUN�VY�ZLSLJ[PUN�]VS\U[LLYZ�T\Z[�PUJS\KL�H�WYVJLZZ�HUK�[OL�
[PTL�[V�L]HS\H[L�[OL�HWWSPJHU[�HUK�[V�KPZJV]LY�HU`�WV[LU[PHS�YLK�ÅHNZ��>P[O�[OPZ�PU�TPUK��SVVR�H[�[OL�
hiring and recruitment process as an opportunity for the ministry to get to know the applicant, as 
well as for the applicant to get acquainted with the ministry. Good policy and best practices around 
hiring and recruitment of employees and volunteers will lower risk and increase safety for children 
and youth within your church.

Learn more about other policies and procedures to help your church be safe for survivors and safe from 
abuse by reading The Introductory Guide to Caring Well, a free resource created to provide a foundation 
of topics to think through, sample language and policies provided by leading sexual abuse prevention 
advocates, and links to further resources to help you dive deeper into each area of prevention and care.
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While the church has no control over the evil intent of the 
perpetrator, the church does have control over its ministry 

areas, how they operate, and who is eligible to serve in 
those ministries. The church must do everything in her 

power to lower the risk of sexual abuse and assault.
SAMANTHA KILPATRICK, ATTORNEY AND FORMER PROSECUTOR

2 Much of the material in this guide was included and adapted with permission from a series of articles by Samantha Kilpatrick at erlc.
com entitled “How to Create Child Protection Policies.” You can read the full series here. The content of the series of posts was provided 
MVY�NLULYHS�PUMVYTH[PVUHS�W\YWVZLZ�VUS`�HUK�TH`�UV[�YLÅLJ[�[OL�J\YYLU[�SH^�PU�`V\Y�Q\YPZKPJ[PVU��5V�PUMVYTH[PVU�JVU[HPULK�PU�[OL�WVZ[Z�
or this document should be construed as legal advice. Employment laws vary from state to state. Please consult with an employment 
attorney in your area to review the language of your application, reference check, and interview questions in order to ensure that your 
practices do not violate the laws of your state. 

]VS\U[LLYZ��>OL[OLY�`V\�HYL�YL]PL^PUN�L_PZ[PUN�WVSPJPLZ�VY�JYLH[PUN�[OLT�MVY�[OL�ÄYZ[�[PTL��[OPZ�N\PKL�
will walk you through practical steps to hire well.2

https://caringwell.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Intro-Guide-to-Caring-Well.pdf
https://erlc.com/multi_author/samantha-kilpatrick/?fwp_resource_types=articles


Faye Scott, 24-Year Veteran Children’s Minister, First Baptist New Orleans 
Careful deliberation and preparation of policies and procedures designed to safeguard our children 
has proven invaluable as we recruit, plan, and implement activities within our church. Every volunteer 
^OV�^VYRZ�^P[O�TPUVYZ�[OYV\NO�V\Y�JO\YJO��VɈ�JHTW\Z�HJ[P]P[PLZ�PUJS\KLK��PZ�YLX\PYLK�[V�WHY[PJPWH[L�PU�
a ZHML[`�JLY[PÄJH[PVU�WYVJLZZ which involves viewing videos related to the prevention of child sexual 
abuse in the church, completion of a volunteer application form and references, and a criminal back-
ground check. The process is repeated every three years for volunteers and lay leaders alike.

Enforcing the policies has allowed leadership to block individuals with questionable backgrounds 
from serving with minors. Clearly stated policies allowed these decisions to be made objectively rather 
than subjectively. Each person undergoes the same process, and the same set of standards is ap-
WSPLK�[V�LHJO�HWWSPJHU[��;OL�WYVJLZZ�OLSWZ�[V�WYV]PKL�H�I\ɈLY�IL[^LLU�V\Y�JOPSKYLU�HUK�[OVZL�KLZPYPUN�
to harm them. Having policies in place ahead of time ensures that a plan can be safely carried out by 
persons whom we know are prepared.

Although enforcement of such policies is costly in time and money, no value can be placed upon 
the life of a child. The church must be a safe place where individuals can be trusted. Trust is a crit-
ical component of salvation. The bottom line is this: As ministry leaders, we must earn the trust of 
those in our care so that we can earn the right to share the gospel message of Jesus Christ.
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Policy is not something that is created and sits on a shelf. 
Policy is your guide and what you live by, not what you 
aspire to, but what you actually do—it is who you are.

SAMANTHA KILPATRICK, ATTORNEY AND FORMER PROSECUTOR

Once your hiring policies and procedures are established, it is crucial that all of your ministries follow 
the processes put in place. The process should be used for all applicants and not just for some of 
the applicants. If the process is not realistic, consider revising your policies. It is imperative that your 
policies and practices match. 

Some of the things churches should consider as they implement a screening process for employees 
and volunteers are:

࡛� Written applications
࡛� Background checks
࡛� Reference checks
࡛� Internet Check
࡛� Interviews 
࡛� Orientation and training



3 Please consult an employment attorney in your area to review the language of your application and interview questions, as employment 
laws and regulations vary from state to state. Your church should ensure that your practices do not violate the laws of your jurisdiction.

Written application

(�^YP[[LU�HWWSPJH[PVU�HSSV^Z�`V\�[V�NHPU�H�SV[�VM�PUMVYTH[PVU�PU�HU�LɉJPLU[�THUULY��;OL�HWWSPJH[PVU�ZOV\SK�
have all of the standard types of questions, but there are key areas to cover in evaluating employees and 
volunteers from a child protection perspective. 

Some suggested questions your written applications could include are as follows:3

࡛� 7SLHZL�WYV]PKL�H�ZOVY[�^YP[[LU�[LZ[PTVU`�PUJS\KPUN�^OH[�[OL�3VYK�OHZ�KVUL�PU�`V\Y�SPML�\W�[V�[OPZ�WVPU[�
࡛� >OH[�*OYPZ[PHU�HJJV\U[HIPSP[`�KV�`V\�OH]L�PU�`V\Y�SPML&
࡛� /V^�SVUN�OH]L�`V\�ILLU�H[[LUKPUN�[OL�JO\YJO&
࡛� (YL�`V\�PU�HNYLLTLU[�^P[O�[OL�JO\YJO»Z�Z[H[LTLU[�VM�MHP[O&�0M�UV[��L_WSHPU�
࡛� >O`�KV�`V\�^PZO�[V�ZLY]L�PU�[OPZ�YVSL&
࡛� 7SLHZL�SPZ[�HSS�L_WLYPLUJL�`V\�OH]L�^VYRPUN�^P[O�JOPSKYLU�`V\[O��0UJS\KL�HU`�WHPK�WVZP[PVUZ��

babysitting, volunteer positions, summer jobs, camps, or church work. Please provide start date, 
reason for leaving, position and responsibilities, supervisor, and contact information. 

࡛� /H]L�`V\�L]LY�ILLU�Z\ZWLUKLK��HZRLK�[V�SLH]L��VY�ÄYLK�MYVT�H�QVI&�7SLHZL�L_WSHPU��
࡛� /H]L�`V\�L]LY�ILLU�Z\ZWLUKLK�VY�L_WLSSLK�MYVT�OPNO�ZJOVVS�VY�JVSSLNL&�7SLHZL�L_WSHPU���MVY�`V\[O��

`V\UN�HK\S[�^VYRLYZ��
࡛� /H]L�`V\�L]LY�HI\ZLK�HSJVOVS�VY�KY\NZ&�0M�`LZ��WSLHZL�L_WSHPU�
࡛� /H]L�`V\�L]LY�ILLU�JVU]PJ[LK�VM�H�JYPTL&�7SLHZL�SPZ[�KH[LZ�HUK�UH[\YL�VM�VɈLUZL��(UZ^LYPUN�¸`LZ¹�

to this question does not automatically disqualify you from service.
࡛� /H]L�`V\�L]LY�ILLU�HYYLZ[LK�MVY��JOHYNLK�^P[O��JVU]PJ[LK�VM��VY�WSLK�N\PS[`�VY�UV�JVU[LZ[�[V�H�JYPTL&�

0M�`LZ��WSLHZL�M\SS`�L_WSHPU�^P[O�KH[LZ�HUK�UH[\YL�VM�[OL�VɈLUZL��(UZ^LYPUN�¸`LZ¹�[V�[OPZ�X\LZ[PVU�
does not automatically disqualify you from service.

࡛� /H]L�`V\�L]LY�ILLU�HJJ\ZLK�VM�O\Y[PUN�VY�HI\ZPUN�H�JOPSK&�
࡛� /H]L�`V\�L]LY�WHY[PJPWH[LK�PU�VY�ILLU�HJJ\ZLK�VM�HI\ZL�VY�ZL_\HS�TPZJVUK\J[��PUJS\KPUN�I\[�UV[�

limited to conduct involving physical abuse, rape, sexual assault, sexual abuse, or child pornography? 
If yes, please explain.

࡛� /H]L�L]LY�ILLU�UHTLK�HZ�H�KLMLUKHU[�PU�H�JP]PS�SH^Z\P[�0U]VS]PUN�HSSLNH[PVUZ�VM�HI\ZL��PUJS\KPUN�
but not limited to conduct involving physical abuse, rape, sexual assault, sexual abuse, or child 
pornography? If yes, please explain fully.

࡛� /H]L�`V\�L]LY�ILLU�HZRLK�[V�Z[LW�KV^U�MYVT�H�WVZP[PVU�VM�SLHKLYZOPW�PU�H�JO\YJO&�7SLHZL�L_WSHPU�
time frame and details. 

࡛� +LZJYPIL�HU�HYLH�^OLYL�`V\�ULLK�PTWYV]LTLU[�VY�PZ�JOHSSLUNPUN�MVY�`V\�PU�^VYRPUN�^P[O�JOPSKYLU�VY�`V\[O�
࡛� (YL�`V\�H^HYL�VM�HU`�[YHP[Z�VY�[LUKLUJPLZ�`V\�WVZZLZZ�[OH[�JV\SK�WVZL�HU`�[OYLH[�[V�JOPSKYLU��`V\[O��

or adults with disabilities?
࡛� (YL�[OLYL�HU`�L_WLYPLUJLZ�PU�`V\Y�SPML�[OH[�^V\SK�THRL�P[�KPɉJ\S[�MVY�`V\�[V�YLJLP]L�HU�HI\ZL�KPZJSVZ\YL�

from a child or student in our ministry? We want to be supportive of any child who has the courage to 
speak with a volunteer leader in our church and we want to be sensitive to the leaders for whom it may 
be emotionally disruptive to receive this disclosure.

࡛� >OH[�JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ�KV�`V\�WVZZLZZ�[OH[�THRL�`V\�H�NVVK�Ä[�MVY�^VYRPUN�^P[O�JOPSKYLU�`V\[O&�
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A number of sample forms ask the applicant if they have been abused in the past. Though often 
asked with the desire to protect children and volunteers, it is unwise to ask this question. Abuse 
prevention expert and author Victor Vieth gives four reasons including this question on an applica-
tion can be problematic.

1. Asking this question buys into a myth that if you were abused as a child, you are likely to  
offend yourself. This myth has resulted in many survivors, particularly men, not sharing  
their experiences. 

2. The question may force some survivors to be untruthful simply because they are not emotionally 
prepared to share their experiences with another person. 

��� :L_�VɈLUKLYZ�^PSS�SPRLS`�\ZL�[OPZ�X\LZ[PVU�[V�[OLPY�HK]HU[HNL��(U�VɈLUKLY�TH`�SPL�HIV\[�OPZ�VY�OLY�
history of abuse or may speak of abuse in a way to convince the church he or she is the last per-
ZVU�^OV�^V\SK�JVTTP[�Z\JO�H�JYPTL��;OLYL�PZ�YLZLHYJO�VU�JVU]PJ[LK�ZL_�VɈLUKLYZ�ZOV^PUN�THU`�
of them speak of their childhood to manipulate others into being sympathetic to them. It seems 
logical, then, to assume they would also do this in an application for employment in order to gain 
access to children.

4. If your desire is to care for survivors, there are more sensitive approaches that can be taken. 
Other questions you can ask may reveal trauma, such as questions about alcohol abuse,  
drug usage, or anger. In the context of discussing these factors, a survivor may choose to 
share a history of abuse. Also, churches often receive outcries and other information  
from survivors not by asking them directly but by demonstrating sensitivity to this history. 
Preach about abuse, host a Bible study, have resources in the library, and let employees  
know if they have any struggles stemming from their childhood, the church will do all it  
can to help.4

Whether or not you include a question about being abused in the past, you may receive a disclosure 
from a survivor as you ask questions on applications or in interviews. It is important to be prepared to 
work with the survivor in a pastoral and caring way. 

(U`�PUMVYTH[PVU�HIV\[�WHZ[�HI\ZL�ZOV\SK�IL�RLW[�HZ�JVUÄKLU[PHS�HZ�WVZZPISL��0M�[OL`�KV�^PZO�[V�ZWLHR�
to someone about their experience, it is important to know in advance who will have that conversation 
so it can happen in a timely manner.5 Part of caring for a survivor of sexual abuse means allowing him 
or her to be the one that makes decisions about when and to whom their experiences are told. How-
L]LY��JO\YJOLZ�T\Z[�LUZ\YL�[OH[�[OL`�M\SÄSS�HSS�SLNHS�YLX\PYLTLU[Z�[V�YLWVY[�VY�PUMVYT�RL`�WLVWSL�MVY�[OL�
safety of the survivor or others’ safety.6 

0[�PZ�HSZV�OLSWM\S�[V�PUJS\KL�H�ZWV[�MVY�[OL�HWWSPJHU[�[V�JVUÄYT�[OH[�HSS�[OL�PUMVYTH[PVU�NP]LU�PZ�[Y\L�HUK�
[OH[�[OL�HWWSPJHU[�TH`�IL�KLJSPULK�LTWSV`TLU[�VY�ÄYLK�PM�MV\UK�[V�IL�\U[Y\L�7 You may also need to 

5

4 Victor Vieth, email correspondence, August 6, 2020.
5 To learn more about how to respond well in the initial stages of learning about sexual abuse, see the Becoming a Church that Cares 
Well for the Abused curriculum. Lesson 4 on Key Professionals in Victim Advocate Roles, Lesson 5 on Key Responses to Sexual Abuse, 
and Lesson 9 on Pastoral Care after Reporting will be particularly helpful as you prepare for these discussions.
6 To learn more about reporting, see the following chapters of Becoming a Church that Cares Well for the Abused curriculum: Lesson 2: 
4H[[OL^����*VTWSLTLU[Z��+VLZU»[�*VTWL[L�^P[O��9VTHUZ�����3LZZVU��!�>OH[�/HWWLUZ�>OLU�@V\�*HSS�*7:&�+VU»[�(]VPK�>OH[�@V\�
+VU»[�<UKLYZ[HUK��HUK�(WWLUKP_�(�[OH[�SPZ[Z�Z[H[L�I`�Z[H[L�YLWVY[PUN�N\PKLSPULZ�
7 Church Mutual Insurance Company, “Safety Tips on a Sensitive Subject: Child Sexual Abuse,” Church Mutual, 2010. O[[W!��^^ �̂HNÄ-
UHUJPHS�VYN�^W�JVU[LU[�\WSVHKZ���������05:�:HML[`;PWZ:LU:\IQLJ[�WKM

http://churchcares.com
http://churchcares.com
http://churchcares.com
http://www.agfinancial.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/INS-SafetyTipsSenSubject.pdf
http://www.agfinancial.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/INS-SafetyTipsSenSubject.pdf


8  Tchividjian and Berkovits in The Child Safeguarding Policy Guide recommend collateral references, saying, “Collateral references 
-- people the applicant did not directly supply -- are, in general, more valuable sources of information. The church should seek out and 
speak with these references as well. References whom the applicant would not expect the church to call may be more willing to speak 
freely about the applicant and give honest feedback.” Basyle Tchividjian and Shira M. Betkovits, The Child Safeguarding Policy Guide 
�.YLLUZIVYV!�5L^�.YV^[O�7YLZZ������������
9  Safe Hiring Solutions- Background Screening, “Leadership Team,” accessed May 29, 2019, https://www.safehiringsolutions.com/lead-
ership-team. 
10  Safe Hiring Solutions, “10 Things to Know Before Selecting a Background Screening Firm,” accessed May 29, 2019, https://static1.
squarespace.com/ static/59f5c9bf0abd0485b36a0340/t/5a0dceccc83025ee41493006/1510854348832/10+things+to+know+be-
MVYL�`V\�OPYL�H�IHJRNYV\UK�ZJYLLUPUN�ÄYT�WKM
11  Safe Hiring Solutions, “10 Things to Know Before Selecting a Background Screening Firm,” accessed May 29, 2019, https://static1.
squarespace.com/ static/59f5c9bf0abd0485b36a0340/t/5a0dceccc83025ee41493006/1510854348832/10+things+to+know+be-
MVYL�`V\�OPYL�H�IHJRNYV\UK�ZJYLLUPUN�ÄYT�WKM�

obtain on the application written permission from an applicant to check all previous employment and 
volunteer positions related to the applicant’s work with children, including references not listed by 
the applicant.8

.HWZ�PU�LTWSV`TLU[�VY�MYLX\LU[�TV]LZ�[V�KPɈLYLU[�JP[PLZ�VY�YLNPVUZ�HYL�HYLHZ�^OLYL�M\Y[OLY�X\LZ[PVUZ�
are warranted. As you review the application, take note of any gaps in employment or frequent moves 
to ask the applicant about in the interview or to ask past employers during reference checks.

Further Resources:

Sample Children and Youth Ministry Volunteer Application by Brotherhood Mutual
Worker Renewal Application: Volunteers and Employees by Brotherhood Mutual
Example FBC Volunteer Application�I`�+HYRULZZ�[V�3PNO[
Example Short Term Volunteer Application�I`�+HYRULZZ�[V�3PNO[

Background checks 

Background checks are a necessary step, but are never a guarantee that a person is safe. Very few 
cases of sexual abuse are ever reported or prosecuted, so a background check is not likely to uncover 
potential bad actors unless they are in the small minority of perpetrators who have been caught, tried, 
convicted, and have not plead down to a lesser sentence. While it is necessary to complete a back-
NYV\UK�JOLJR�VU�HSS�Z[HɈ�HUK�]VS\U[LLYZ��P[�ZOV\SK�UL]LY�IL�`V\Y�VUS`�ZJYLLUPUN�TLJOHUPZT��

Veteran law enforcement agent and background check expert Mike McCarty highlights the dangers that 
JO\YJOLZ�^OV�YLS`�ZVSLS`�VU�ZPTWSL�IHJRNYV\UK�JOLJRZ�MHJL!�¸*O\YJOLZ�HUK�TPUPZ[YPLZ�HYL�ÅVVKLK�^P[O�
cheap background check solutions from a highly unregulated background screening industry. There is 
no such thing as a single, complete database of criminal records, not even the FBI. Sexual predators are 
highly motivated, and the current church and ministry approach to background screening is no match. 
Protecting children and the ministry requires a complex approach that includes training, comprehensive 
background checks, reference checks and the development and implementation of security teams.”9

When choosing a background check provider, it is important to choose an option that includes the following:
࡛� H�ZVJPHS�ZLJ\YP[`�U\TILY�]LYPÄJH[PVU�[V�]HSPKH[L�PKLU[P[ �̀�V[OLY�UHTLZ��HUK�KL]LSVW�HKKYLZZ�OPZ[VY`10

࡛� H�T\S[P�Z[H[L�VY�UH[PVUHS�JYPTPUHS�KH[HIHZL�ZLHYJO�HUK�JV\U[`�JYPTPUHS�ZLHYJO11

࡛� [OL�ZJVWL�VM�[OL�ZLHYJO�ZOV\SK�IL�HZ�MHY�IHJR�HZ�[OL�YLJVYKZ�HSSV^
࡛� YLHS�[PTL�HYYLZ[�HSLY[Z��^OPJO�UV[PM`�`V\�HU`[PTL�[OH[�[OL�WLYZVU�PZ�HYYLZ[LK�PU�[OL�M\[\YL
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https://static1.squarespace.com/%20static/59f5c9bf0abd0485b36a0340/t/5a0dceccc83025ee41493006/15108543
https://static1.squarespace.com/%20static/59f5c9bf0abd0485b36a0340/t/5a0dceccc83025ee41493006/15108543
https://static1.squarespace.com/%20static/59f5c9bf0abd0485b36a0340/t/5a0dceccc83025ee41493006/15108543
https://static1.squarespace.com/%20static/59f5c9bf0abd0485b36a0340/t/5a0dceccc83025ee41493006/15108543
https://static1.squarespace.com/%20static/59f5c9bf0abd0485b36a0340/t/5a0dceccc83025ee41493006/15108543
https://static1.squarespace.com/%20static/59f5c9bf0abd0485b36a0340/t/5a0dceccc83025ee41493006/15108543
https://www.brotherhoodmutual.com/resources/safety-library/risk-management-forms/children-and-youth-worker-application/
https://www.brotherhoodmutual.com/resources/safety-library/risk-management-forms/children-and-youth-worker-renewal-application/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QCNv0IrSCLnxQSgn9xuX_GaGGG3VtZAu0QISkfEmBLs/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CBviPpbwMSzY0BJ4yf8IMYxvXxFPPYZ6/view?usp=sharing


12  Many churches opt to do this every two to three years.

Remember that while background checks are essential, a clean background check is not a stamp of 
HWWYV]HS��0[�VUS`�ZOV^Z�JVU]PJ[PVUZ�MVY�[OVZL�V]LY�[OL�HNL�VM�����ZV�ZVTL�VɈLUKLYZ�[OH[�`V\�^V\SK�UV[�
want working with children or students in your church may pass a background check due to plea deals, 
a lack of evidence, or a juvenile conviction. Also, if your background checks do not include real time 
HYYLZ[�HSLY[Z��`V\�^PSS�^HU[�[V�WLYPVKPJHSS`�YLMYLZO�IHJRNYV\UK�JOLJRZ�MVY�HSS�VM�`V\Y�Z[HɈ�HUK�]VS\U[LLYZ�12

Further Resources:

Background Screening Checklist by Brotherhood Mutual
“Preventing Holes in your Criminal Background Check” by Brotherhood Mutual
10 Things to Know before Selecting a Background Screening Firm by Safe Hiring Solutions
5 Keys of a Quality Employment Background Check by Safe Hiring Solutions

Reference checks 

Reference checks are one of the most important tools when screening for hiring employees and select-
ing volunteers. However, it is not enough to just ask for references—churches must follow through and 
HJ[\HSS`�[HSR�[V�[OL�YLMLYLUJLZ��;OL�*+*�YLJVTTLUKZ�]LYIHS��UV[�Q\Z[�^YP[[LU�YLMLYLUJLZ�13 Reference 
JOLJRZ�ZOV\SK�HS^H`Z�VJJ\Y�WYPVY�[V�OPYPUN��UV[�HZ�H�MVYTHSP[`�HM[LY�THRPUN�HU�VɈLY��=PL^�[OL�SPZ[�VM�LT-
ployers, volunteer supervisors, and personal references as data points that should be pursued in order 
[V�]LYPM`�[OL�WLYZVU�PZ�^OV�[OL`�ZH`�[OL`�HYL�HUK�KVLZ�UV[�OH]L�HU`�YLK�ÅHNZ�MYVT�WYL]PV\Z�LTWSV`TLU[�
VY�TPUPZ[Y`�^VYR��,TWSV`TLU[�YLMLYLUJLZ�ZOV\SK�IL�]LYPÄLK�MVY�HJJ\YHJ`�HUK�QVI�WLYMVYTHUJL��6[OLY�
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Although enforcement of such policies is costly in time and 
money, no value can be placed upon the life of a child. The 

church must be a safe place where individuals can be trusted.
FAYE SCOTT, 24-YEAR VETERAN CHILDREN’S MINISTER

*VUK\J[PUN�H�JVTWYLOLUZP]L�IHJRNYV\UK�JOLJR�VU�LHJO�Z[HɈ�TLTILY�HUK�]VS\U[LLY�TH`�YLX\PYL�H�
small increase in your budget for this area, but it will be well worth the investment. Johnson Ferry Baptist 
Church, a Southern Baptist congregation, is one church that has decided to make this investment. Their 
director of Human Resources, Jill Kearney, explains their decision: “Johnson Ferry takes seriously pro-
[LJ[PUN�V\Y�TPUVYZ��LSKLYS �̀�LTWSV`LLZ��]VS\U[LLYZ�HUK�[OL�JO\YJO�HZ�H�^OVSL��0U�HU�LɈVY[�[V�KV�TPUPZ[Y`�
with excellence, which is a core value of our church, we decided to dig deeper in our background check 
process, inevitably increasing costs. If this helps us to protect our minors and the elderly from abuse of 
any kind, we view this as being a good steward of what the Lord has blessed us with.”

The church should make a decision and create a policy before considering any particular applicant 
on what results are acceptable and unacceptable and adhere to the same set of policies for every-
one. This avoids favoritism and improves the screening process. If something is disclosed through the 
background check that causes you to be unsure how to proceed, seek legal counsel. 

https://www.brotherhoodmutual.com/index.cfm/resources/safety-library/risk-management-forms/background-screening-checklist/
https://www.brotherhoodmutual.com/resources/safety-library/risk-management-articles/administrative-staff-and-finance/background-screening/prevent-holes-in-your-criminal-background-check/
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5e7b969dddfafa5f6f54c517/t/5e94e3a7af9d553df48feb4c/1590511773929/10-things-to-know-before-selecting-background-screening-firm.pdf
https://www.safehiringsolutions.com/blog/5-keys-of-a-quality-employment-background-check-sample


13��*LU[LY�MVY�+PZLHZL�*VU[YVS�HUK�7YL]LU[PVU��¸7YL]LU[PUN�*OPSK�:L_\HS�(I\ZL�>P[OPU�@V\[O�ZLY]PUN�6YNHUPaH[PVU!�.L[[PUN�:[HY[LK�VU�
Policies and Procedures” US Department of Health and Human Services, 2007, p. 7, https://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/pdf/pre-
ventingchildsexualabuse-a.pdf.
14  Church Mutual Insurance Company, “Safety Tips on a Sensitive Subject: Child Sexual Abuse,” Church Mutual, 2010. http://www.
HNÄUHUJPHS�VYN�^W�JVU[LU[�\WSVHKZ���������05:�:HML[`;PWZ:LU:\IQLJ[�WKM�
15  Church Mutual Insurance Company, “Safety Tips on a Sensitive Subject: Child Sexual Abuse,” Church Mutual, 2010. http://www.
HNÄUHUJPHS�VYN�^W�JVU[LU[�\WSVHKZ���������05:�:HML[`;PWZ:LU:\IQLJ[�WKM�
16��;OPZ�MVYT�^HZ�YL]PL^LK�I`�SH^`LYZ�PU�[OL�+PZ[YPJ[�VM�*VS\TIPH��-SVYPKH��0SSPUVPZ��4HY`SHUK��;LUULZZLL��HUK�;L_HZ�
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churches or ministries where the applicant has served should be contacted regarding those positions 
and the individual’s interaction with children and students. It can also be helpful to obtain a reference 
from a past church, a family member, or at least one person of the opposite sex. Some questions that 
may be informative interviewing references are as follows:

࡛� 7SLHZL�]LYPM`�[OL�WVZP[PVU��YLZWVUZPIPSP[PLZ��HUK�Z[HY[�HUK�LUK�KH[L�VM�[OL�HWWSPJHU[�
࡛� >OH[�^HZ�`V\Y�YLSH[PVUZOPW�^P[O�[OL�HWWSPJHU[��HUK�OV^�SVUN�KPK�`V\�RUV^�OPT�OLY&
࡛� 7SLHZL�KLZJYPIL�[OL�HWWSPJHU[»Z�PU[LYHJ[PVU�^P[O�JOPSKYLU�Z[\KLU[Z�
࡛� 7SLHZL�KLZJYPIL�[OL�HWWSPJHU[»Z�PU[LYHJ[PVU�^P[O�Z\WLY]PZVYZ�HUK�[OVZL�PU�H\[OVYP[ �̀
࡛� >OH[�Z[YLUN[OZ�KVLZ�[OL�HWWSPJHU[�WVZZLZZ�PU�^VYRPUN�^P[O�JOPSKYLU�Z[\KLU[Z&
࡛� >OH[�^LHRULZZLZ�VY�JOHSSLUNLZ�KPK�[OL�HWWSPJHU[�OH]L�PU�^VYRPUN�^P[O�JOPSKYLU�Z[\KLU[Z&
࡛� /H]L�`V\�L]LY�ZLLU�[OL�HWWSPJHU[�W\ZO�IV\UKHYPLZ�VY�IYLHR�WVSPJPLZ&
࡛� +V�`V\�OH]L�HU`�OLZP[HUJ`�PU�YLJVTTLUKPUN�[OPZ�HWWSPJHU[�[V�^VYR�^P[O�JOPSKYLU�Z[\KLU[Z&
࡛� >V\SK�`V\Y�VYNHUPaH[PVU�OH]L�[OPZ�WLYZVU�IHJR�PU�[OL�M\[\YL&�

It is crucial to be persistent in following up with references, because some references may be reluctant to 
share negative information with prospective employers. Follow up with the reference by phone. Be sure to 
RLLW�H�YLJVYK�VM�[OL�YLJVTTLUKH[PVU�PU�H�WLYTHULU[�ÄSL�14

Be sure when checking references, to note and follow up on discrepancies between information given 
by an applicant and by references.

Job applicants may sometimes be uncomfortable with their current employer being contacted as they 
may not want their current employer to know they are looking for another position. If that is the case, 
you may postpone contacting their current employer, but as the process continues and you seek to 
hire the applicant, the employer should be contacted for a reference before hiring the individual.15

Some employers and organizations may be reluctant to share information about past employees or 
volunteers out of a fear of liability for defamation. One option for relieving these concerns and ensur-
ing that you receive full, candid information from references about applicants is to ask the applicant to 
sign a reference release form. This form protects references, past employers, and organizations with 
which the employer has been involved.

Below is a template release that can be used as a part of your application materials. You should consult 
with an attorney in your state before using this form, but this form has been reviewed by lawyers from a 
number of states.16

https://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/pdf/preventingchildsexualabuse-a.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/pdf/preventingchildsexualabuse-a.pdf
http://www.agfinancial.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/INS-SafetyTipsSenSubject.pdf
http://www.agfinancial.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/INS-SafetyTipsSenSubject.pdf
http://www.agfinancial.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/INS-SafetyTipsSenSubject.pdf
http://www.agfinancial.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/INS-SafetyTipsSenSubject.pdf
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Sample Authorization and Release Form

0�H\[OVYPaL�HUK�YLX\LZ[�[OL�JVTWHUPLZ��TPUPZ[YPLZ��HUK�VYNHUPaH[PVUZ�PKLU[PÄLK�VU�,_OPIP[�(��[OL�6YNH-
UPaH[PVUZ���PUJS\KPUN�HU`�TLTILYZ�VM�[OL�6YNHUPaH[PVUZ��[V�ZOHYL�^P[O�B@V\Y�*O\YJO�VY�4PUPZ[Y`»Z�5HTLD�
�[OL�*O\YJO��PUMVYTH[PVU�HUK�VWPUPVUZ�VM�HU`�RPUK�YLSH[PUN�[V�T`�LTWSV`TLU[��]VS\U[LLY�^VYR��VY�V[OLY�
service with the Organizations.

I release the Organizations and their members from any restrictions which might otherwise make the 
PUMVYTH[PVU�VY�VWPUPVUZ�JVUÄKLU[PHS�VY�WYP]PSLNLK�

I also release the Organizations, their members, and the Church from any liability and any claim for 
damages I might have because of this request for information and opinions, or because of the infor-
mation and opinions which are shared because of this request.

I understand that the Church is considering me for a position of ministry. I am giving permission to the 
Organizations and their members to share information and opinions of a religious and ecclesiastical 
nature arising out of my previous ministry.

I have read this Authorization and Release Form and had the option and opportunity to consult with 
my attorney about it. I am signing this Authorization and Release Form willingly and with full under-
standing that I am waiving some of my legal rights.

______________________
Signature of Applicant

______________________
5HTL�VM�(WWSPJHU[

Exhibit A: List of Reference Organizations

Organization Name Supervisor/Contact Address Email Phone Number

Further Resources:

Example of a reference request form used by a Southern Baptist church. 
Reference Response Information, by Brotherhood Mutual
IMB Statement on Child Abuse and Sexual Harassment, International Mission Board

https://johnsonferry.formstack.com/forms/shreference
https://www.brotherhoodmutual.com/index.cfm/resources/safety-library/risk-management-forms/reference-response-information/
https://www.imb.org/for-churches/abuse-harassment/


An organization cannot know or test for a person’s 
WYVIHIPSP[`�VM�VɈLUKPUN��0UZ[LHK��SLHKLYZ�T\Z[�YLS`�VU�
intuition and observations. If you are uncomfortable or 

something does not feel right about an applicant, you are 
IL[[LY�VɈ�WVZ[WVUPUN�LU[Y`�PU[V�LTWSV`TLU[�VY�]VS\U[LLY�
positions with children or students until the church has 

more experience and interaction with that person.
SAMANTHA KILPATRICK, ATTORNEY AND FORMER PROSECUTOR

Internet Check

In an era in which most people have an online presence, it is helpful to review an applicant’s online 
PUMVYTH[PVU�MVY�YLK�ÅHNZ�VY�HU`�JVU[LU[�[OH[�JV\SK�PUKPJH[L�PTWYVWLY�ILOH]PVY��(�NLULYHS�.VVNSL�
search may yield helpful information. Are there any news articles written that include their name?

By searching the applicant online, you may be able to ascertain what the applicant values, their level 
VM�KPZJLYUTLU[��HUK�OV^�[OL`�PU[LYHJ[�^P[O�JOPSKYLU��9LK�ÅHNZ�[OH[�HYL�VM[LU�MV\UK�VU�ZVJPHS�TLKPH�HYL�
inappropriate pictures, suggestive or even explicit comments, and excessive commenting and interest in 
JOPSKYLU�VY�Z[\KLU[Z�I`�ZVTLVUL�VSKLY��@V\�TH`�ÄUK�ZVTL�VM�[OLZL�YLK�ÅHNZ��VY�`V\�TH`�JVTL�HJYVZZ�
V[OLY�PUMVYTH[PVU�[OH[�PUKPJH[LZ�[OPZ�WLYZVU�PZ�UV[�H�NVVK�Ä[�MVY�TPUPZ[Y`�ZLY]PJL��

࡛� +V�[OL�HWWSPJHU[»Z�WVZ[Z�JVU[HPU�SHUN\HNL�JVU[LU[�[OH[�^V\SK�IL�KLLTLK�PUHWWYVWYPH[L�MVY�H� 
]VS\U[LLY�Z[HɈ�ZLY]PUN�^P[O�TPUVYZ�PU�H�JO\YJO�ZL[[PUN&

࡛� >OV�HYL�[OL�HWWSPJHU[»Z�MYPLUKZ&�+VLZ�[OH[�YHPZL�H�YLK�ÅHN&�-VY�L_HTWSL��PM�[OL�HWWSPJHU[� 
is in his 30’s or 40’s and a large portion of his friends are young teenage boys, this might be a  
YLK�ÅHN�

࡛� >OH[�ZP[LZ�PZ�[OL�HWWSPJHU[�HɉSPH[LK�^P[O&�(YL�[OL�TV]PLZ��T\ZPJ��HUK�V[OLY�P[LTZ�VM�PU[LYLZ[�VU�[OLPY�
social media telling in some way?

 
(SS�VM�[OLZL�P[LTZ�WYV]PKL�H�WYVÄSL�VM�[OL�HWWSPJHU[»Z�WLYZVUHS�SPML�[OH[�OLSW�[V�KL[LYTPUL�PM�[OL�HWWSPJHU[�
PZ�[OL�[`WL�VM�WLYZVU�[OL�JO\YJO�^V\SK�JVUZPKLY�[V�IL�H�WVZP[P]L�PUÅ\LUJL�MVY�TPUVYZ�
Interviews

10

(U�PU[LY]PL^�PZ�H�[PTL�[V�IL�MHJL�[V�MHJL�^P[O�[OL�HWWSPJHU[�VY�WV[LU[PHS�]VS\U[LLY��+PYLJ[�X\LZ[PVUZ�
about prior jobs and interaction with children and students are helpful. It is also a time for you to edu-
cate the applicant about your church or ministry area and your vision and priority for child protection. 
In educating about your church, review your child protection policies during the interview and ask if 
the person has any questions or concerns with following the policies. The applicant’s reaction may be a 
OLSWM\S�PUKPJH[VY�VM�[OL�SL]LS�VM�I\`�PU�[V�JOPSK�WYV[LJ[PVU��,ɈVY[Z�I`�[OL�HWWSPJHU[�[V�W\ZO�IHJR�VU�[OL�
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17��=PJ[VY�=PL[O��¸:\ɈLY�[OL�3P[[SL�*OPSKYLU!�+L]LSVWPUN�,ɈLJ[P]L�*O\YJO�7VSPJPLZ�VU�*OPSK�4HS[YLH[TLU[TLU[�¹�Godly Response to Abuse 
in the Christian Environment, 2013, O[[WZ!��^^ �̂LUV\NOHI\ZL�VYN�PTHNLZ�Z[VYPLZ�NRFYLZV\YJLIHUR�:\ɈLY���[OL���*OPSKYLU���
I`���=PJ[VY���=PL[O�WKM�
18��*LU[LY�MVY�+PZLHZL�*VU[YVS�HUK�7YL]LU[PVU��¸7YL]LU[PUN�*OPSK�:L_\HS�(I\ZL�>P[OPU�@V\[O�ZLY]PUN�6YNHUPaH[PVU!�.L[[PUN�:[HY[LK�VU�
7VSPJPLZ�HUK�7YVJLK\YLZ¹�<:�+LWHY[TLU[�VM�/LHS[O�HUK�/\THU�:LY]PJLZ��������W�����
https://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/pdf/preventingchildsexualabuse-a.pdf.
19  Vieth. Ibid.

IV\UKHYPLZ�VM�[OL�LZ[HISPZOLK�WVSPJPLZ�VY�[V�ZLLR�L_JLW[PVUZ�HYL�H�YLK�ÅHN��(Z�H\[OVY�HUK�HK]VJH[L�
Victor Vieth has shared, “Candidates who don’t believe such policies are necessary or express any 
hesitancy in abiding by the policies may not be child abusers, but they are also less likely to be vigi-
lant in keeping children safe.”17

By communicating you have policies that you enforce and evaluate, you also make yourself less inviting 
for predators and send a clear message about the value you place on children and your priority of keeping 
them safe from harm. At the same time, you are learning more about the applicant and whether he or she is 
H�NVVK�Ä[�MYVT�[OL�WLYZWLJ[P]L�VM�ILSPLMZ��IHJRNYV\UK��ZHML[ �̀�L_WLYPLUJL��KLTLHUVY��HUK�YLZWVUZPIPSP[ �̀

Before the interview, have a prepared list of questions and review the applicant’s written application. 
Ask open-ended questions. In addition to following up on questions listed on the written application, 
here are some other example questions that could be included on your list:

Sample interview Questions
Please consult an employment attorney in your area to review the language of your application and interview questions, as employment 
laws and regulations vary from state to state. Your church should ensure that your practices do not violate the laws of your jurisdiction.

࡛� What makes you desire to serve with our organization?18 
Be aware of answers that focus on the applicant and what they gain from the situation rather than on 
ZLY]PUN�[OL�JOPSKYLU��(UZ^LYZ�Z\JO�HZ��¸>VYRPUN�^P[O�JOPSKYLU�THRLZ�TL�MLLS�M\SÄSSLK¹��TH`�IL�H�YLK�
ÅHN��-VSSV^�\W�[V�ZLL�PM�[OL`�OH]L�JOPSKYLU»Z�PU[LYLZ[�H[�OLHY[�VY�PM�[OL`�HYL�ZLLRPUN�[V�OH]L�[OLPY�V^U�
PU[LYLZ[Z�M\SÄSSLK�I`�^VYRPUN�^P[O�JOPSKYLU�

࡛� Is there an age group of children you prefer to work with? If so, why? 
(YL�[OL`�^PSSPUN�[V�^VYR�^P[O�HU`�HNL�NYV\W�VY�ZL_&�+V�[OL`�OH]L�H�WYLVJJ\WH[PVU�^P[O�H�ZWLJPÄJ�
[`WL�VM�JOPSK&�0M�[OL`�OH]L�H�ZWLJPÄJ�NYV\W�PU�TPUK��MVSSV^�\W�HUK�HZR��^V\SK�`V\�IL�^PSSPUN�[V�^VYR�
^P[O�H�KPɈLYLU[�HNL�NYV\W&

࡛� >OH[�ZVY[�VM�Z\WLY]PZVYZ�KV�`V\�^VYR�^LSS�^P[O�HUK�^OH[�ZVY[�VM�Z\WLY]PZVYZ�HYL�KPɉJ\S[�MVY�`V\&
 Do they express a desire for independence and a distaste for oversight?
࡛� Have you reviewed our child protection policies? What did you think of them? 

Applicants who don’t believe the policies are necessary or who communicate a hesitancy to abide by the 
WVSPJ`�¸TH`�UV[�IL�JOPSK�HI\ZLYZ�I\[�[OL`�HYL�HSZV�SLZZ�SPRLS`�[V�IL�]PNPSHU[�PU�RLLWPUN�JOPSKYLU�ZHML�¹19

࡛� Is there anything in your past we should know about as we consider you for this position? 
Though someone with accusations or criminal behavior in the past may not share, it is helpful to ask 
HUK�JVTT\UPJH[LZ�[V�H�WHZ[�VɈLUKLY�[OH[�`V\�^PSS�IL�]PNPSHU[�PU�WYV[LJ[PUN�[OL�JOPSKYLU�PU�`V\Y�JHYL�

࡛� Would anyone be concerned about you working with children or students? Why or why not? 
Like the question above, this gives them an opportunity to share concerning information with you, 
but also communicates you will be vigilant about protecting the children in your care.

https://www.enoughabuse.org/images/stories/gk_resourcebank/Suffer%20the%20Children%20by%20Victor%20Vieth.pdf
https://www.enoughabuse.org/images/stories/gk_resourcebank/Suffer%20the%20Children%20by%20Victor%20Vieth.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/pdf/preventingchildsexualabuse-a.pdf


࡛� What would you do if a student expressed to you a hesitancy to be around another employee 
or volunteer or a dislike for that individual? 
@V\�JV\SK�\ZL�H�U\TILY�VM�ZJLUHYPVZ�PU�WSHJL�VM�[OPZ�VUL��>OH[�`V\�HYL�SVVRPUN�MVY�PU�VɈLYPUN�H�ZJL-
nario like the one above is the applicants response to potential concerns and awareness of grooming. 
Children often will make a partial disclosure or make a small comment to see if an adult is safe to 
disclose the abuse to. A question like this allows you to see how an applicant would respond and to 
train applicants to recognize grooming or partial disclosures if they do serve with your organization.

࡛� Tell me what you would do in this scenario. We have a policy of avoiding isolation with a 
JOPSK��6UL�KH �̀�`V\�^HSR�[OYV\NO�[OL�OHSS�HUK�ÄUK�H�JOPSK�HSVUL�^P[O�H�[LHJOLY�PU�H�JSHZZYVVT�
behind a closed door. When you come in, the teacher says that the child was misbehaving 
and needed to be corrected in private. Nothing appears to be going on that is inappropriate. 
The teacher says they are ready to rejoin the others. What do you do? 
This scenario allows you to observe if the applicant will follow the policies and procedures you 
have in place. If there is a disregard for observing policies and procedures, that will put children 
and students in your care at risk.

࡛� You notice bruises up and down the legs of one of your students. When you ask what hap-
pened the child gets teary eyed and says his dad whipped him. Under our policies, would you 
report this to the authorities? 
If the candidate says he wouldn’t report it right away but would investigate the matter, speak to the 
father, or otherwise fail to follow your mandated reporting policies, he or she is not a good candidate. 

࡛� What do you like to do with your free time? 
This question allows you to get to know the applicant. Do they have adult friendships? Do they 
have other interests besides working with youth.

+\YPUN�[OL�PU[LY]PL �̂�P[�PZ�OLSWM\S�[V�OH]L�H[�SLHZ[�[^V�[YHPULK�WLYZVUULS�PU[LY]PL^�[OL�HWWSPJHU[��;OPZ�
allows for multiple things to better happen at once: asking questions, observing non-verbals, listening 
to answers, recording responses, and having more than one person’s assessment. Watch for inconsis-
tencies or evasive responses in the interview that could indicate defensive behavior or deception.20

As either part of the written application or a written portion of the interview, review key parts of your 
WVSPJ �̀�HUK�OH]L�[OL�HWWSPJHU[�HɉYT�HUK�PUP[PHS�[OL�HWWSPJHU[»Z�JVTTP[TLU[�[V�HUK�H^HYLULZZ�VM�WVSPJ �̀�
Some examples of statements for the applicant to review, initial, and ascribe to are:21

12

20  Brotherhood Mutual, “Child Protection in a Ministry Environment: Guidelines for Ministry Workers,” Brotherhood Mutual Insurance Company, 2019 
https://www.brotherhoodmutual.com/index.cfm/resources/safety-library/publications/guidelines-for-ministry-workers/guidelines-for-ministry-workers/
21  Some of these examples are similar and have been adapted from The Child Safeguarding Policy Guard for Churches and Ministries 
by Basyle Tchividjian. Basyle Tchvidjian and Shira M. Berkovits, The Child Safeguarding Policy Guide (Greensboro: New Growth Press, 
2017), 65.

FFFFF�0�OH]L�YLJLP]LK�HUK�YLHK�H�JVW`�VM�BJO\YJO»ZD�JOPSK�WYV[LJ[PVU�WVSPJ`"

_____ I will protect children/students and will never engage in any behavior that is dangerous or will harm them 
physically, emotionally, or spiritually.

______I will immediately report any inappropriate behavior that I observe or hear about regarding children/stu-
dents and violations of the child protection policy. 

______I will immediately report any known or suspected abuse that I observe or hear about to church leadership 
and government authorities.

______I will abide by all terms of the child protection policy, and if I have any questions, I will ask for clarity.

https://www.brotherhoodmutual.com/index.cfm/resources/safety-library/publications/guidelines-for-ministry-workers/guidelines-for-ministry-workers/


Grooming practices

0[�PZ�KPɉJ\S[�[V�ILSPL]L�ZVTLVUL�`V\�RUV^�^V\SK�HI\ZL�H�JOPSK�VY�[OH[�P[�^V\SK�OHWWLU�H[�`V\Y�JO\YJO��
I\[�[OH[�TPUKZL[�JHU�IL�WYVISLTH[PJ��*O\YJOLZ�HUK�`V\[O�ZLY]PUN�VYNHUPaH[PVUZ�H[[YHJ[�VɈLUKLYZ�� ���VM�
child sexual abuse victims know their abuser.22�6UL�Z[\K`�HSZV�MV\UK�[OH[� ���VM�HI\ZLYZ�ZLSM�PKLU[PÄLK�HZ�
religious.23�*O\YJOLZ��ZWLJPÄJHSS �̀�HYL�LHZ`�[HYNL[Z�ILJH\ZL�[OLYL�[LUKZ�[V�IL�H�OPNO�SL]LS�VM�[Y\Z[��HZ�^LSS�HZ�
a great need for volunteers to ensure that child- and student-serving programs operate and run smoothly.

6ɈLUKLYZ�JHU�\ZL�YLSH[PVUZOPWZ��WVZP[PVUZ�VM�H\[OVYP[ �̀�HUK�[OL�[Y\Z[�VM�WHYLU[Z�HUK�VYNHUPaH[PVUZ�[V�
NYVVT�JOPSKYLU�HUK�[OVZL�^OV�JHYL�MVY�[OLT�HUK�[V�ÄUK�VWWVY[\UP[PLZ�[V�IL�PZVSH[LK�^P[O�[OLPY�]PJ[PTZ��
This creates an environment where they can do harm and keep their victims compliant without using 
actual, physical force. Here are several grooming practices to watch for:

࡛� .PM[Z�VY�ZWLJPHS�H[[LU[PVU�NP]LU�[V�H�ZWLJPÄJ�JOPSK
࡛� ([[LTW[Z�[V�NL[�H�JOPSK�HSVUL
࡛� 0UJYLHZLK�WO`ZPJHS�[V\JO�VM�H�JOPSK
࡛� /LSWPUN�H�JOPSK�IYLHR�Y\SLZ
࡛� 2LLWPUN�ZLJYL[Z�^P[O�H�JOPSK
࡛� :OHTPUN�VY�ISHTPUN�H�JOPSK
࡛� 0UHWWYVWYPH[L�JVTT\UPJH[PVU�^P[O�H�JOPSK�PU�WLYZVU��I`�WOVUL��VY�VUSPUL

;OLZL�HYL�OLSWM\S�[V�IL�H^HYL�VM�HZ�`V\�ZLLR�[V�OPYL�Z[HɈ�VY�]VS\U[LLYZ�[OH[�^PSS�IL�^VYRPUN�^P[O�JOPSKYLU�
or students. It is also helpful to consider as you implement policies and practices in your church so as 
[V�THRL�[OL�WYVJLZZ�TVYL�KPɉJ\S[�[V�HJJLZZ�JOPSKYLU��:VTL�JO\YJOLZ�OH]L�L]LY`VUL�NVPUN�[OYV\NO�[OL�
membership process volunteer with the kids as a part of their membership process. We recommend you 
raise the bar by implementing preventative policies and procedures and by having a process for hiring 
Z[HɈ�HUK�]VS\U[LLYZ��>VYRPUN�^P[O�JOPSKYLU�PZ�UV[�H�YPNO[��;OLYL�TH`�IL�WV[LU[PHS�]VS\U[LLYZ�^OV�^HSR�
away and don’t go through the process because of the added hassle, but it is important in the process 
to not make access to children easier, but to do what you can to ensure their safety.

Orientation and training 

;OL�ÄUHS�Z[LW�PU�[OL�OPYPUN�HUK�YLJY\P[TLU[�WYVJLZZ�PZ�VYPLU[H[PVU�HUK�[YHPUPUN�VM�`V\Y�UL^�]VS\U[LLYZ�HUK�
employees regarding your ministry area and child protection policy. While this occurs after a decision 
to hire or an invitation for volunteer to serve, solid training on policy and abuse dynamics must happen 
early and also on a regular basis throughout one’s employment or service to the ministry. Many liability 
carriers require training on a one- to three-year basis, but consistent training even in shorter modules will 
reinforce the church’s priority of abuse prevention and child safety.

0[�PZ�PTWLYH[P]L�[OH[�HSS�VM�`V\Y�Z[HɈ�TLTILYZ�HUK�]VS\U[LLYZ�IL�YLX\PYLK�[V�H[[LUK�[YHPUPUN�VU�OV^� 
to prevent and identify sexual abuse. This not only acts as a barrier for predators who look for soft 
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22��+HYRULZZ�[V�3PNO[��¸6ɈLUKLY�:[H[PZ[PJZ¹�Darkness to Light, 2017, https://www.d2l.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Statistics_2_Per-
petrators.pdf.
23  Brotherhood Mutual, “Child Protection in a Ministry Environment: Guidelines for Ministry Workers,” Brotherhood Mutual Insurance 
Company, 2019 https://www.brotherhoodmutual.com/index.cfm/resources/safety-library/publications/guidelines-for-ministry-workers/
guidelines-for-ministry-workers/.

https://www.d2l.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Statistics_2_Perpetrators.pdf
https://www.d2l.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Statistics_2_Perpetrators.pdf
https://www.brotherhoodmutual.com/index.cfm/resources/safety-library/publications/guidelines-for-min
https://www.brotherhoodmutual.com/index.cfm/resources/safety-library/publications/guidelines-for-min


There are many excellent ministries and local agencies that are willing to come in to train your 
congregation. Although in-person training is recommended, as it allows participants to personally 
engage and ask questions during the training, there are many excellent online training resources  
as well. 

Sample In-Person Training Programs 

All of these programs have a fee for participation in the training. 

࡛� +HYRULZZ�[V�3PNO[»Z�Stewards of Children Training
࡛� GRACE Safeguarding Initiative
࡛� MinistrySafe
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The whole church is responsible for protecting its own. All of us who 
attend church are responsible. In our various traditions, all of us who 

participate in the weekly ritual of gathering to worship God must 
protect the people who gather in our midst.

All of us can watch for grooming behaviors and can identify patterns 
of predators. All of us can learn more about how to report abuse and 
hold predators legally accountable. All of us can protect our children 

and teenagers. And all of us can care for those who have been 
abused, at whatever life stage their trauma occurred. . . . I believe the 
next hashtag for the church is #allofus, because it will take all of us to 

care for and protect the church.24 

SUSAN CODONE, A SURVIVOR OF CLERGY  
SEXUAL ABUSE IN A SOUTHERN BAPTIST CHURCH 

targets or easy access to children, but it also allows for more people in the community who are watch-
ing out for any signs of grooming or child sexual abuse and who know the policies and procedures set 
PU�WSHJL�I`�`V\Y�JO\YJO��;YHPUPUN�HSSV^Z�Z[HɈ�HUK�]VS\U[LLYZ�[V�OVSK�V[OLYZ�HJJV\U[HISL�[V�[OL�WVSPJPLZ�
and to speak up and act quickly if someone is in violation of a policy. Further, when senior leaders par-
ticipate in the training, it provides a signal to the entire team that the topic is important and a priority 
for the ministry.

24  Susan Codone, “A message for all of us who attend church” AL.com, July 14, 2019, https://www.al.com/opinion/2019/07/a-message-
for-all-of-us-who-attend-church.html.

https://www.d2l.org/education/stewards-of-children/
https://www.netgrace.org/safeguarding-initiative%20
https://ministrysafe.com/events/
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࡛� Safe Hiring Solutions
࡛� Zero Abuse Project’s Keeping Faith: Empowering Faith Communities to Recognize and Respond 

[V�*OPSK�(I\ZL��5LNSLJ[�:HTWSL�6USPUL�;YHPUPUN�9LZV\YJLZ�

Sample Online Training Resources

Although we recommend in-person training for every church, these resources are helpful for 
Z\WWSLTLU[HS�[YHPUPUN�VY�MVY�Z[HɈ�HUK�]VS\U[LLYZ�^OV�HYL�\UHISL�[V�H[[LUK�HU�PU�WLYZVU�[YHPUPUN��

࡛� Becoming a Church that Cares Well for the Abused: This training curriculum of a handbook, an 
PU[YVK\J[VY`�]PKLV��HUK����SLZZVU�]PKLVZ�IYPUNZ�[VNL[OLY�[VW�L_WLY[Z�MYVT�]HYPV\Z�ÄLSKZ�[V�OLSW�
leaders understand and implement the best practices for handling the variety of abuse scenarios 
at church, a school, or a ministry.

࡛� +HYRULZZ�[V�3PNO[�6USPUL�;YHPUPUN�4VK\SLZ!�+�3�OHZ�ZP_�KPɈLYLU[�VUSPUL�JOPSK�HI\ZL�[YHPUPUN�
modules. There is a fee but you can access them at any time.

࡛� +HYRULZZ�[V�3PNO[»Z�;̂ V�4PU\[LZ�MVY�7YL]LU[PVU: 25 videos that are two minutes each.
࡛� +HYRULZZ�[V�3PNO[�KVJ\TLU[HYPLZ: These two documentaries provide a deeper understanding of 

the experience of child sexual abuse survivors in a way that is educational. They provide insight 
on child sexual abuse through the voices of the survivors.

࡛� ERLC 2019 Caring Well Conference Videos: The ERLC hosted a Caring Well Conference to pro-
vide teams with the opportunity to listen to survivors, learn from experts, and be equipped with 
an understanding of the full spectrum of abuse issues. 

࡛� Freedom for the Captives 4-hour training: This free training can be used by any church (they 
ZPTWS`�OH]L�[V�ÄSS�V\[�H�MVYT�VU�[OL�--;*�^LIZP[L���(�]PL^LY�JHU�[HRL�[OL�]PKLVZ�H[�[OLPY�SLPZ\YL��
HUK�LHJO�]PKLV�OHZ�HU�VUSPUL�[LZ[�ZV�[OH[�H�JO\YJO�JHU�IL�Z\YL�H�]VS\U[LLY�Z[HɈ�TLTILY�^VYRPUN�
with students has completed the video and understood the basic information.

࡛� GRACE’s Valued Conference Videos: On the GRACE website, there are several videos from the 
Valued Conference addressing child abuse in faith communities and anyone can link to them and 
use them in training.

࡛� MinistrySafe online Sexual Abuse Awareness training program
࡛� Sacred Spaces’ Ten Things Every Faith Community Should Know: On the website of Sacred 

Spaces, which works to address abuse within Jewish communities, there is a helpful video of 
Victor Vieth teaching at a synagogue providing basic child abuse information.

࡛� Sacred Spaces’ Four Things Parents Should Know About Protecting Children: Also on the Sacred 
:WHJLZ�^LIZP[L��[OLYL�PZ�H�^VYRZOVW�I`�+Y��:OPYH�)LYRV]P[Z�KPYLJ[LK�H[�WHYLU[Z�HUK�NP]PUN�[OLT�
some basic information about keeping their children safe.

࡛� Safe Hiring Solutions Training on Church Safety
࡛� Safe Ministry Online Training Program

Lastly, as a part of the orientation process, your church might consider a trial period and a fol-
low-up for employees and volunteers where there is increased supervision and evaluation at a 
ZP_�TVU[O�VY�VUL�`LHY�YL]PL^�PU�VYKLY�[V�HZZLZZ�WLYMVYTHUJL�HUK�Ä[�^P[OPU�[OL�TPUPZ[Y �̀�>OLYL�P[�PZ�
feasible this trial period should include a time of observation where the staff member or volunteer 
has an opportunity to observe others in the role. After they have had the opportunity to observe, 
there should also be a period where they are overseen and leadership has an opportunity to ob-
serve them in the role.

https://www.safehiringsolutions.com/
https://www.zeroabuseproject.org/keeping-faith-upcoming-training-sessions/
https://churchcares.com/
http://www.d2l.org/education/stewards-of-children/online/
https://www.d2l.org/education/educational-videos/two-minutes-prevention/
https://www.d2l.org/education/educational-videos/light-childhood-stories/
https://caringwell.com/challenge/train/
https://www.freedomforcaptives.com/get-training
https://www.netgrace.org/
https://ministrysafe.com/the-safety-system/awareness-training/
https://www.jewishsacredspaces.org/resources/videos
https://www.jewishsacredspaces.org/resources/videos
https://www.safehiringsolutions.com/southern-baptist-convention
https://safeministry.training/online-training-information/
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Further Resources:

+L]LSVWPUN�H�*VKL�VM�*VUK\J[�I`�+HYRULZZ�[V�3PNO[
Sample Code of Conduct�I`�+HYRULZZ�[V�3PNO[
Example FBC Volunteer Policy�I`�+HYRULZZ�[V�3PNO[

Conclusion

)LPUN�[OVYV\NO�PU�`V\Y�OPYPUN�VM�Z[HɈ�HUK�]VS\U[LLYZ�MVY�`V\Y�JOPSKYLU�HUK�`V\[O�TPUPZ[YPLZ��YLX\PYLZ�
LɈVY[��I\[�P[�[HRLZ�ZLYPV\ZS`�[OL�K\[`�VM�[OL�ZOLWOLYK�[V�WYV[LJ[�[OL�ÅVJR��0[�HSZV�OLLKZ�1LZ\Z»�^VYKZ�
in Matthew 18:6, “but whoever causes one of these little ones who believe in me to sin, it would be 
better for him to have a great millstone fastened around his neck and to be drowned in the depth of 
[OL�ZLH�¹�:JYLLUPUN�Z[HɈ�HUK�]VS\U[LLYZ��LZWLJPHSS`�[OVZL�^OV�^VYR�^P[O�JOPSKYLU�HUK�Z[\KLU[Z��ZOV\SK�
go beyond a simple background check and should also include an application process, a reference 
check, an interview, an internet and social media search, and orientation and training.

1. COMMIT

5. CARE

2. BUILD

6. PREPARE

3. LAUNCH

7. SHARE

4. TRAIN

8. REFLECT

Visit caringwell.com to learn more and sign up. 

TAKE THE CARING WELL CHALLENGE

https://d2l.csod.com/content/d2l/publications/44/docs/Code%20of%20Conduct.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14kEifXyo5m2FYZa3VgLkFbP-W3wqqn3d/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Y2NiPhTjfWZdF-eidaztBM1OwbLcNcU-zbcOKiVFB_g/edit?usp=sharing


CaringWell.comCaringWell.com

If you would like to learn more about prevention and 
care at your church, head over to caringwell.com to 
take the Caring Well Challenge. 

The Caring Well Challenge�PZ�H�\UPÄLK�JHSS�[V�HJ[PVU�
for churches cooperating with the Southern Baptist 
Convention and provides churches with an adaptable 
and attainable pathway to immediately enhance 
[OLPY�LɈVY[Z�[V�WYL]LU[�HI\ZL�HUK�JHYL�MVY�HI\ZL�
survivors. Churches that commit to the challenge will 
ÄUK�YLZV\YJLZ�[V�OLSW�LX\PW�[OLPY�JO\YJO�[V�UH]PNH[L�
these issues.


